A long tradition
in a glass of wine
The stump is the beginning of a lineage, of
a variety, a tree or a plant. In Femar world,
Antico Ceppo is the origin of a cluster of
products that come from ancient land like

those of volcanic origin of Latium Area,
where the international grapes used by
Femar have been growing for a very long
time.

- PRIMITIVO DI MANDURIA DENOMINAZIONE DI ORIGINE PROTETTA
ROSSO RISERVA
Deep ruby red with garnet shades, smells of wild
berries and plum jam, red currant flower, dry
violet, spices, on a bottom of graphite and cocoa
powder. Smooth, full bodied, fruity and spicy, well
balanced and unbelievably persistent.

Origin of the vineyards
Area of the Doc Manduria (Apulia).
Grape variety
100% Primitivo.
Vine training system
Traditional Apulian bush vine.

Awars
2015 › Gold Medal Berliner Wine Trophy
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- PETIT VERDOT -

- SYRAH -

LAZIO
INDICAZIONE GEOGRAFICA PROTETTA
ROSSO

LAZIO
INDICAZIONE GEOGRAFICA PROTETTA
ROSSO

Deep ruby red. Intense sensations of blackberry
and dry plum, then spicy and balsamic notes.
Powerful and pleasantly tannic sip, drives on all
the sensation felt on the nose, full bodied and
long in a balsamic persistence.

Deep ruby red. Sensation of fruit in alcohol,
eucalyptus, black pepper and underbrush.
Elegant sip, with ripe tannins, fruity, fresh and
easy to drink with a good persistence.

Origin of the vineyards
Lazio.

Origin of the vineyards
Lazio.

Grape variety
Petit Verdot.

Grape variety
Syrah.

Vine training system
Spurred cordon.

Vine training system
Spurred cordon.
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- TRES -

- TRES -

LAZIO
INDICAZIONE GEOGRAFICA PROTETTA
ROSSO

LAZIO
INDICAZIONE GEOGRAFICA PROTETTA
BIANCO

Deep ruby red. On the nose sensations of red
fruit, roses, cloves and cardamom, underbrush,
all framed in a balsamic note. Silky sip, juicy, with
ripe tannins, well balanced and very long in a
fruity and spicy persistence.

Bright pale yellow. Fruity nose of pear and golden
apple, then white flowers and fresh almond.
Fresh and tasty sip, well balanced with a long
persistence.

Origin of the vineyards
Lazio.

Origin of the vineyards
Lazio.

Grape variety
Cabernet Sauvignon, Petit Verdot and Syrah.

Grape variety
Trebbiano and Malvasia.

Vine training system
Spurred cordon.

Vine training system
Spurred cordon and guyot.
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